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The Global Watch Weekly (GWW) is committed to providing disclosure on political,
social, economic and technological events which are leading the world into a biblically
prophesied Orwellian nightmare. It is a free online magazine, which goes out to
thousands of members world-wide. There have been over 190+ GWW editions issued all
justifying the Bible as an inspired authority on mapping out proof of a coming one
world government agenda, which will ultimately be overthrown through the
establishment of God's messianic kingdom.
The ultimate aim of the Global Watch Weekly is to show that despite some scathing
attacks over the last few decades on the authenticity of the Christian faith, that the
Bible still stands as a dominant inspired book which makes incredible and pinpoint
prophecies about the end times which are being accurately fulfilled in our life time.

www.globalwatchweekly.com
“The Number one weekly report which
provides concrete evidence of a New World
Order & One World Government agenda”
This is a FREE report. Please spread it as much
as possible and let others know about the
website above so that they can also enjoy the
same material that you are receiving.

INTRODUCTION
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
“What idea, if embraced, would pose the greatest threat to the welfare of humanity?”
This was the question posed by the editors of Foreign Policy in the
September/October 2004 issue to eight prominent policy intellectuals,
among them Francis Fukuyama, former professor of international
political economy at Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International
Studies, and member of the President’s Council on Bioethics.
And Fukuyama’s answer? Transhumanism, “a strange liberation
movement” whose “crusaders aim much higher than civil rights
campaigners, feminists, or gay-rights advocates.” This movement, he
says, wants “nothing less than to liberate the human race from its
biological constraints.”
So why does Fukuyama nominate this transhumanist ideal, of working towards making
enhancement options universally available, as the most dangerous idea in the world?
His distaste for the transhumanist position is so strong that he even wishes for the death of his
adversaries: he writes, “transhumanists are just about the last group that I’d like to see live
forever”.
Why exactly is it so disturbing for Fukuyama to contemplate the suggestion that people might use
technology to become smarter, or to live longer and healthier lives?
And furthermore are we now seeing a shift in Transhumanistic objectives as it crosses the realm
of pseudo-science and philosophy into the realm of the mainstream.
Find out more in this edition of the global watch weekly.
Blessings
Kevin Farringdon
Chief Editor of the Global Watch Weekly
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THE POST HUMAN FUTURE
In April 2017 an article appeared in The Guardian
titled “God in the Machine: My Strange
JourneyInto Transhumanism”
The article is the writings of a former evangelical
Christian who loses her faith and then found
solace in a radical technological philosophy
promising immortality and spiritual transcendence
even though such concepts to her seemed
unsettlingly familiar. She states
“I first read Ray Kurzweil’s book, The Age of Spiritual
Machines, in 2006, a few years after I dropped out of Bible
school and stopped believing in God. At Bible school, I had
studied a branch of theology that divided all of history into
successive stages by which God revealed his truth. We
were told we were living in the “Dispensation of Grace”, the
penultimate era, which precedes that glorious culmination,
the “Millennial Kingdom”, when the clouds part and Christ
returns and life is altered beyond comprehension. But I no
longer believed in this future. More than the death of God, I
was mourning the dissolution of this narrative, which
envisioned all of history as an arc bending towards a
moment of final redemption. It was a loss that had fractured
even my experience of time. My hours had become nonhours. Days seemed to unravel and circle back on
themselves.
Like the theologians at my Bible school, Kurzweil, who is
now a director of engineering at Google and a leading
proponent of a philosophy called transhumanism, had his
own historical narrative. He divided all of evolution into
successive epochs. We were living in the fifth epoch, when
human intelligence begins to merge with technology. Soon

we would reach the “Singularity”, the point at which we
would be transformed into what Kurzweil called “Spiritual
Machines”. We would transfer or “resurrect” our minds onto
supercomputers, allowing us to live forever. Our bodies
would become incorruptible, immune to disease and decay,
and we would acquire knowledge by uploading it to our
brains. Nanotechnology would allow us to remake Earth
into a terrestrial paradise, and then we would migrate to
space, terraforming other planets. Our powers, in short,
would be limitless.

Transhumanism, the philosophy which has
ensnared this former Christian, builds off
posthumanism’s breakdown of Humanistic
binaries (human/machine, human/animal, male/
female, etc.) and asserts that we should use
technology to enhance ourselves to the point that
we become something more than mere humans.
Transhumanists tend to support research that
would extend human life indefinitely, eradicate
disease, make people smarter and stronger, and
end poverty and suffering.
Whilst the objective sounds somewhat noble,
further examination shows that the philosophy is
a modern day reincarnation of the serpents lie in
Genesis. More importantly, the philosophy is no
longer a product of technological quacks but has
now entered the mainstream where it is
embedding its poisonous messages into the
population psyche. And one of the channels it is
using with great effect is the music industry.
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THE MUSIC INDUSTRY - A VESSEL
Aliens. Strange planets. Bizarre technology. New
species. Government Owned Alien Territories. All
of these things would sound like topics you would
normally see on a TV channel documenting
conspiracy theories, yet these are themes that
have made themselves at home within the music
industry.

Kurzweil also predicts that we’ll be able to
implant internet accessible systems in our head
so that we can surf the web through simple
thoughts with a small screen implanted in our
cornea to view the screen.
With all of this being said, there is a push by the
entertainment industry to “normalize” these
cyborgs and human/robot hybrids. The
subconscious is learning and seeing things that
our conscious brain does not. Just because
they’re not overtly yelling, “Hey, augmenting your
human body with robotic parts is ok!” doesn’t
mean that your subconscious is not taking it in.
Carl Jung was a psychoanalyst who spoke of
synchronistic events, where you are able to
basically shape your world through your thoughts
and because children are able to project
themselves into an imaginary world when they
play with toys, their imagination is ripe for the
auto suggestion found in the music industry.

The music industry is marketed towards the
youth, and this is done on purpose. Whether or
not there is an Illuminati secret agenda doesn’t
really matter, what matters is that there is
definitely something going on that influences our
culture and people from the most impressionable
young ages.
One of the newer trends in
music is pushing the cyborg,
transhumanism movement.
Ray Kurzweil has written
several books on the subject
of cyborgs and discusses
the future of our world in
which robots merge with
humans
to
move
our
evolutionary process along.
Kurzweil discusses this topic in the world of
nanotechnology.
Once we create nanobots that are able to self
replicate, we’ll be able to implant them into our
bodies to augment our physiological processes
and keep an eye out for, and destroy any cancers
or diseases.

The music industry appeals to this younger
audience and seeks to grab their imagination so
that they can influence their subconscious by way
of repeated mantras. Keep an eye out on music
videos, artwork, and album covers. Not only will
you see the Illuminati symbolism, but you’ll notice
a theme of robotic humans.
Though two music videos is hardly a trend, we
are intrigued by the similarities of Lady Gaga’s
“Born This Way” video and Katy Perry’s “E.T.”
video, especially since they were released within
a few months of each other back in 2011.
Both videos heavily rely on imagery of alien
creatures, foreign planets, enhanced technology,
and a humanity that is eerily similar to our own,
though changed just enough that it also seems
exotic and futuristic. Both videos also employ
elements of posthumanism critical theory and
transhumanist ideals.
Take Lady Gaga’s “Born This Way” video, for
instance. In the videos, as in all of her public
appearances, Lady Gaga plays with identity in a
very posthumanist manner. She is an alien
goddess, a zombie, a dancer, an evil goddess,
and a humanoid life form.
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With her many costumes and outrageous make
up, Gaga constantly plays with identity, but the
lyrics asserting “I was born this way” suggest that
there is some sort of universal and constant
nature inherent in each person.

The video cuts between shots of her in all of her
different roles so that she seems to be playing all
of them at once. Her identity is not stagnant or
universal. Quite the opposite, it is constantly
changing.

While her listing of different races and sexual
orientations revels in the differences that all
people have, her statement that we all have the
“same DNA, but born this way” harkens back to
the Humanist assumption that we’re basically all
the same. However, posthumanists also use the
argument that all humans share 99.9 percent of
their DNA to breakdown binaries about race,
sexuality, and gender.

Common binaries are also broken down in the
video. Good and evil are not polar opposites, but
seem to intermix when Gaga asks, “How can I
protect something so perfect without evil?”
Gender and race are not strictly male vs. female
and white vs. nonwhite, as the backup dancers
are almost constantly in shadow, making gender
and racial distinctions difficult to determine.
Human vs. non-human is also in question, as
Gaga asserts that the new creatures in the video
are “a race within the human race.” Are they
human? Non-human? Something more? We
don’t know.
While Lady Gaga uses posthumanist and
transhumanist ideas to promote a message of
social justice, Katy Perry’s “E.T.” music video
uses these same ideas to propound a theme of
human integration not just with technology but
also with extra-terrestrials and animals.

The “race within the human race” is also much
like the transhumanist idea of humans enhanced
to the point that they are something not quite
human anymore. The fact that this new race
“bears no prejudice, no judgment” also lives up to
the transhumanist ideal of using human
enhancement to do away with inequality and
improve the quality of people’s lives.

Having spent several weeks at number one, the
song E.T. came in as Billboard's #4 song of the
year for 2011 and is one of the most bizarre,
enigmatic, confusing videos ever released.
Just as Lady Gaga’s video breaks down binaries,
so too does Katy Perry’s video, though it tends to
focus on breaking the human vs. machine and
human vs. animal dichotomies as well as occultic
inferences into extra-terrestrial contact.
6
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zone... Step into the fantasy... You are not
invited... To the other side of sanity... They callin’
me an alien... a big-headed astronaut..."
As she is floating in space toward a star or a
light. Katy falls under his spell and sings,
"You’re so hypnotizing... Could you be the devil...
Could you be an angel... Your touch
magnetizing... Feels like I am floating... Leaves
my body glowing..... They say be afraid... You’re
not like the others.... Futuristic lover... Different
DNA.... They don’t understand you... You’re from
a whole ‘nother world... A different dimension....
You open my eyes.... And I’m ready to go.... Lead
me into the light... "

The video begins with what looks like a dead or
dying robot alien lying in a junkyard or a post
apocalyptic wasteland. A song plays on a radio,
"Where in the world can my lover be?" This
appears to be future earth because there are car
tires and other debris, which could even be
symbolic of the aliens being a dying race and
using our junk DNA.

As she sings " into the light" the image of a venus
fly trap is flashed on the screen. "Kiss me, ki-kikiss me.... Infect me with your loving... Fill me
with your poison... Take me, ta-ta-take me...
Wanna be your victim... Ready for abduction."
The chorus is: "Boy, you’re an alien.. Your touch
so foreign... It’s supernatural... Extraterrestrial...
You’re so supersonic... Wanna feel your power...
Stun me with your laser... Your kiss is cosmic...
Every move is magic"

The alien or future human sends out a mental
probe to search for its lover or sexual DNA that
can revitalize it. This is personified as Kanye
West travels through space in a ship which looks
like an eye.

Then she repeats the part about: "I’m ready to
go.... Lead me into the light". Right as she sings
the word "into" she is shown with a reptilian eye
and when she sings the word "light" they show a
leopard catching its prey for the kill.

He sings about being a big-headed grey alien
with his dirty ways and sex on his mind which is
an allusion to the sexual probing done in the
reports of alien abductions.

The song's bridge is ethereal as she falls down to
the planet where the alien is lying in the junkyard.
She sings. "Boy, you're my lucky star." She puts
her hand over its solar plexus and it lights up with
an intense light and she brings the alien back to
life or revitalizes its energy. She kisses the alien
and it transforms into a human being which was
trapped within the mechanized exterior.

Kanye reveals the archontic nature of these
beings as he raps, "Welcome to the danger

They music video also shows subliminal images
of inter-species animals mating and a four
fingered-human baby hybrid being presented.
Her kiss or energy transforms him into a human
being, albeit an albino, and he makes her into a
satyr, a human-animal (with goat or deer legs)
hybrid and they hold hands and walk into the
white light together.
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This image not only breaks down opposition
between human and machine but also between
racial distinctions, as the human displays
physical characteristics from a variety of races.
The idea of using a robot shell to prolong one’s
life is also consistent with the transhuman ideal of
extending the length of human life indefinitely.
Perhaps, if environmentalism fails, humanity
could still save itself through the use of
technology is the suggestion of transhumanists.

many videos portraying the upgrade of human
beings to a super-robotlike status.
The repeated recurrence of this theme simply
cannot be a coincidence. It is rather the result of
a steady agenda of desensitization, predictive
programming and good old fashioned marketing.

Shots of Katy Perry’s face are often interspersed
with rapid cuts of images of cheetahs, monkeys,
cockatiels, trees, flowers, and fungi. Presenting
these shots in quick succession and so close to
shots of Perry’s face make all of the images
seem equal to each other, suggesting that Perry
is no different than the other animals or plants.
Later, the lines between human and animal are
blurred even further when Perry is revealed to be
something that is half human, half deer.
From a transhuman point of view, she might be a
human that has been enhanced with deer genetic
modification. Or perhaps she is a deer that has
been enhanced with human genes. Either way,
she is something that is not completely human
and not completely animal and meant to muddy
the distinction between humans and other
creatures.
Yet this is what a young audience is being
exposed to!

There is a definite move toward the glamorization
of the “futuristic man” in the music industry,
where artists depict themselves as a sort of
cyborg or Übermensch.
Transhumanist ideas of becoming gods and
having eternal life through technology certainly
display an extreme level of vanity. Not just the
simple human vanity of wearing nice clothes and
putting on makeup to look good – but to be gods
– therefore, rejecting and replacing God, entirely.
This is the Luciferian doctrine.
The Transhumanist idea that they call Pragmatic
Morality, is simply a recycled and renamed
version of the oldest deception in the world – that
there is no good or evil.
Here is how this concept applies to the beliefs of
the cult of Transhumanism:
“Ethics and morals must serve, or at least not stand in the

The Black Eyed Peas “Imma Be / Rock that
Body” video is a masterpiece of high tech
computer-generated imagery and state of the art
digital music production. It is also another blatant
examples of Psychological Warfare and
deception. Imma Be /Rock that Body is one of

way of, boundless self-actualization. They should be tools
and guidelines for successful living, not instruments of
senseless repression. Like the flesh, traditional morality is
something to be overcome. There is no ‘Good’ and ‘Evil’;
just efficiency and inefficiency; intelligence and stupidity;
winners and losers. There is only rational self-interest, and
those too timid and ignorant to pursue it. This simple yet
profound realization forms the bedrock of an empowered
worldview, and is a key step towards achieving
enlightenment and transcendence.”
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CHANGING THE NATURE OF MUSIC
The music industry, through rampant use of
autotuning and other means of electronically
manipulating the human voice, is creating a
sound that is not completely human but also not
completely robotic. This intersection of humanity
and technology is just one more way in which the
distinction between human and machine is being
distorted.

Throughout the last 50 years music has become
increasingly personal. It shifted from family piano
to bedroom record player, and then from bringing
albums in your Walkman to your own personal
playlist on your smartphone.
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Given developments in machine learning and
artificial intelligence, we’ll likely see the day
where we can create a link between our brains
and interconnected supercomputers that each
have a greater calculative capacity than all of
humanity combined.
One method of achieving greater focus through
music is through so-called binaural beats. They
provide listeners with an auditory illusion by
playing frequencies to each ear which slightly
differ. Because of this slight difference in
frequency, the listener will perceive a third tone,
the binaural beat, which doesn’t actually exist.
This third perceived frequency is designed to
match the frequency of brainwaves,
Moreover, music triggers dopamine releases,
which comes from the brain’s reward center. It is
claimed this has been found to have benefits
such as stress reduction, greater concentration
and increased creativity.

The increased personalization and portability of
music has given many people a utilitarian
orientation towards music. When we need to
focus, we tune into a playlist with light classical
music and no vocals. When it’s the end of the
week, we listen to more energetic music to get us
into the mood for social events.
We have started using music to augment our
everyday
lives.
The
convenience
and
effectiveness of enhancing situations has
increased tremendously in the era of smart
devices and all-you-can-eat streaming services.
Parallels can be found in unexpected places:
from personalized drugs, artificial intelligence,
and the creation of extra senses through
technology.

There are currently already a number of services
which
generate
personalized
music
or
soundscapes, based on your environment and
activities. One of these is Melomics, which
describes itself as capable of composing
contemporary classical music without human aid.

With
technological
development’s
rapid
acceleration, it doesn’t seem unlikely that the
next step in human evolution will be enabled by
tech, rather than aeons of natural selection.
Since the invention of the computer, the trend
has been to make it smaller and bring it closer to
us. Once on our desks, then in our pockets, now
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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Then there are adaptive music apps that feed
back your environment’s sounds into the music,.
Through machine learning, these algorithms can
get smarter over time.

interact with instruments through this embedded
technology.
ART, PHILOSOPHY AND TRANSHUMAISM
So, will we all be musical cyborgs one day? It’s
hard to say what the future will actually look like.
Many people associate transhumanism with
scientists, technologists and futurists. Historically,
this has been quite correct. However, today
transhumanist artists have recently been
increasing in popularity and numbers. Whether
it’s metal-welding sculptors, futurist-oriented
video game developers or techno-musicians
celebrating life extension, there is more of it
being created every day, some of it in new forms
of media.

Take Google Music’s recent update for example.
Their goal is to deliver the most relevant
soundtrack for each moment. They can do this by
having a lot of data about their users, and then
interpreting that data to make guesses about
what a user is up to. The user’s interaction with
those playlists (or lack of interaction) also
generates data and may show when an
assumption was wrong. Now, through machine
learning, or what’s sometimes referred to as
artificial intelligence, algorithms can learn from
this feedback and improve themselves.
This means that over time, Google Music will get
better at recommending the right music. And if
we’re going into a future where we use music to
augment our experiences and have our own
personal soundtracks, then these algorithms will
get increasingly apt at composing exactly the
right soundtracks to boost our performance. In
that sense, music may function as a type of
precision medicine.
Artists are often among the first to play with new
technologies and see what they can do with
them. As new technologies are developed, new
interfaces are explored, like the Mimu gloves. In
designing instruments, one always has to
consider the human body and its limits.
This means that as it gradually becomes more
normal to integrate technology with our bodies,
so will it become more normal to be able to

When most people think of transhumanist art,
they think of science fiction movies and novels.
Of course, these forms of art have done much to
promote transhumanism and the inevitable techdominated future. Blockbuster films like
Transcendence starring Johnny Depp or James
Cameron’s Avatar have recently been shown all
around the world. And novels like The Inferno by
Dan Brown and Nexus by Ramez Naam, have
significantly
increased
visibility
of
transhumanism.

However, today, there are new forms of art also
pushing the movement. A longstanding futurist
and one of the original artists and designers of
the transhumanist movement is Natasha VitaMore. Some of her compelling artistic creations
can be seen at www.natasha.cc.
One of the most well-known celebrity futurists is
Jason Silva, whose Shots of Awe, a fusion of art,
performance, and philosophy delivered through
short film videos, has been massively popular to
a younger generation.
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Metal-welded sculptures are also catching on,
often inspired by transhumanist and futuristic
machine-looking themes.

Association / Humanity+ in 1988 and is also the
author of The Hedonistic Imperative, which
advocates phasing out the biology of suffering in
all sentient life.
“Tradition says beauty lies in the eyes of the
beholder. Less poetically, neuroscience suggests
that beauty lies in activation of the medial
orbitofrontal cortex. In principle, intelligent agents
can use biotechnology to amplify and enrich the
molecular signature of aesthetic appreciation
beyond the bounds of normal human experience.
Artistic creations and the everyday world alike
can look sublime.”
CONCLUSION

Perhaps most intriguing, cyberculture is
becoming essential to the transhumanist art
world. Video games, an industry now larger and
more lucrative than the movie industry, often
focuses on transhumanist themes. Deus Ex Human Revolution, BioShock and the bestselling
Halo franchise are just a few that have many
millions of players.

Eventually, this video art will be fully merged with
virtual reality, where artificial art may become as
commonplace as real art. Facebook’s $2 billion
dollar purchase of Oculus VR, the virtual reality
headset maker, is a sign of things to come.
“Enhancement technologies promise the creation
of superhuman beauty,” says David Pearce, who
co-founded the World Transhumanist

The seeds of Transhumanism were first sown in
the Garden of Eden. In Genesis 3 we see Satan
promising Adam and Eve they would become
‘like God,’ by eating the fruit of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. Having eaten the
forbidden fruit, they were then banished from the
Garden, so they could not eat from the Tree of
Life, and ‘live forever.’
Whilst the Bible only gives us sketchy and
imprecise information, it’s apparent from these
verses that immortality, outside of God’s will, was
literally within man’s grasp. All he had to do was
to eat the fruit from the Tree of Life.
Although man was banished from the Garden, he
never gave up hope in his search for godhood
and immortality. And Satan has been all too
ready to give him, on the face of it at least, a
helping hand, although, he’s always had his own
hidden agenda. An agenda which ultimately will
culminate in the mark of the beast.
The mark of the beast has long been associated
with some type of RFID chip being embedded
into the human body however this view is a
surface level view, like a doctor prescribing for a
symptom whilst not dealing with the root cause.
The ultimate agenda of the mark of the beast is
to literally reconfigure DNA in humans. Why?
Because our DNA houses the ingredients that
reflect us being made in the image of God. If that
very essence can be tampered with, then it
means that we become unrecognisable to God
resulting in severe and significant judgement.
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